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Kansas City Partner Jim Lawrence will moderate a panel discussion of how to create a diverse

board of directors, presented by the Kansas City Tomorrow Alumni Association (KCTAA) on April 22.

Kansas City office Managing Partner Wesley Fields will join the discussion as a featured speaker.

This free, virtual event is for those seeking to increase board diversity at any business. Diverse

boards are more likely to attract diverse donors, partners and clients. Improving board diversity can

help attract diverse talent, which leads to improvements in innovation and a broader perspective on

projects.

Lawrence, a KCTAA board member, will lead the discussion of how to create a board of directors

that embraces diversity and builds a more inclusive environment. The panel will outline steps to

developing a board that attracts individuals with a variety of skills, perspectives, backgrounds and

resources.

Also joining the panel are Klassie Alcine, president of KC Common Good, and Chandra Clark,

executive director of Boston-based nonprofit VHL Alliance.

The event is free but advance registration is required to receive login details.
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http://www.kctaa.org/s/647/hs-redesign/index.aspx?sid=647&gid=1&pgid=668&cid=1450&ecid=1450&crid=0&calpgid=261&calcid=685
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MEET THE TEAM

This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.
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